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Accounting and Business schools in Australia have a considerable number of international
academic staff and the teaching effectiveness of such staff is an increasingly salient issue.
Many international teachers are non-native English speakers and have different teaching
approaches and styles, often reflecting their own experiences as a learner in their home
country. For example, research has shown that international faculty members try to be
more formal in class, focus more on the content, and use many slides to deliver the
content (Abou-Seada and Sherer, 2011). Being an international teacher, I have experi-
enced incidents in which students have complained about my classes and criticised my
teaching method, resulting in poor student satisfaction scores. This Postcard is my reflec-
tion on these critical incidents in my teaching career; it outlines how I dealt with the inci-
dents and what I have learned.
The first part of my teaching career was spent in Sri Lanka, the country in which I was
born and educated. The teaching of English as a second language in Sri Lankan primary
and secondary schools is a government policy. Although English is not the main medium
of instruction in tertiary education in Sri Lanka, some degree programmes are conducted
only in English, with a view to developing the communication skills of the graduates, pro-
duced for the competitive global employment market. I completed my tertiary education in
English and, for many years, I confidently taught numerous accounting-related subjects to
Sri Lankan university students in English.
In the second part of my teaching career, from 2008 to the present, I have been tutoring
and lecturing accounting-related subjects in universities in Australia. Initially,
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I experienced critical issues with adapting to the Australian teaching culture, specifically
the effective delivery of sessions to the satisfaction of students. I needed to adjust from
a culturally homogeneous, teacher-centred and detail-oriented teaching approach to the
culturally-diverse, student-centred environment in Australia.
My first teaching experience in Australia was an opening tutorial session of
Management Accounting in Semester 1, 2008. The topic was quite technical and there
was a lot of content to cover in one hour. My main concern was the ‘content’ rather
than the ‘delivery’. I did not realise my class was multicultural and bilingual, and had
many English language learners. The students were obedient, focused and very quiet
throughout the session; I was under the impression that they fully understood my expla-
nations and calculations, so I continued with the same practice in subsequent tutorials.
A few weeks later I received a call from my academic supervisor, informing me that
many students had made complaints about my tutorials. The complaints alarmed me
and indicated that I had major instructional problems. I was shocked and depressed and
feared I would lose my first job in Australia. I was very nervous but realised the necessity
of making immediate adjustments to my teaching style in order to take into consideration
all the different student expectations and concerns. In constructing the process of working
towards a resolution, I informally solicited the guidance of some students, while also con-
sidering my academic supervisor’s advice.
The informal feedback of the few Sri Lankan students in my classes was very positive,
because they had no problem understanding my accent and probably would have experi-
enced similar content-focused teaching methods back home. However, the other Asian and
local students expressed their dissatisfaction and criticised my delivery style and teaching
approach. They highlighted that some of my calculation methods were not consistent with
the textbook and they were not prepared to accept that I was trying to teach them easy and
effective methods of calculations. In particular, they criticised my (high) speed of speaking
and (unclear) pronunciation.
Having examined the student feedback, I also sought advice from some of my senior
colleagues. They encouraged me, saying that my pronunciation was clear, but advised
me to slow down to improve the clarity of my presentation in front of the class and to
actively engage with the students. Thus, I established several improvement goals for the
second semester in 2008.
In my second semester, I was allocated Corporate Accounting tutorials and in planning
the delivery I sought to capitalise on my numerical skills. On each occasion, I used the
white board to explain my calculations and jargon. I also carefully adopted calculation
methods consistent with those in the textbook. I walked around the class and tried my
best to engage with the students, and especially considered the requirements of the appar-
ent English language learners. My second allocation in Semester 2 was tutorials for
Advanced Management Accounting and I adopted a teaching approach focused on case
studies. The students were formed into groups and each group was given a case. The
groups had to present their case in the given week and the responsive group had to ask
questions. I explored the opportunity to observe and listen to the students from various
countries. Furthermore, I actively engaged with the students by posing questions,
linking the theory with the practice demonstrated in the cases and answering student
queries. At the end of Semester 2 in 2008, while I knew that I still had scope for
further improvement, I was delighted that my student satisfaction scores had improved
and there were no complaints. I had survived my first year teaching in Australia!
In 2011, when I joined my second Australian university, circumstances caused me to re-
examine aspects of my teaching delivery again. I experienced the frustrating challenge of
presenting large group Auditing lectures to hundreds of what appeared to be hostile
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students. The class size was about 300, of which the majority were local students. Even
though I was very well prepared for my lectures and I utilised the teaching skills and
approaches I had learnt at my first Australian university, the students’ behaviour gave
me the feeling that they were unhappy with the course. The end-of-course student satisfac-
tion scores were poor (less than 3 out of 5) across the board. The students’ qualitative com-
ments included: ‘lecturer is difficult to understand’ and ‘she has a very strong accent’.
I was shocked and disappointed and immediately contacted my mentor, one of the pro-
fessors in my school. She seriously considered this matter and advised me to identify
the exact problems leading to the students’ dissatisfaction. Having reviewed the qualitative
comments in detail, I identified that the issue that caused most dissatisfaction was my pro-
nunciation. My mentor suggested I undertake training sessions, funded by the school, with
a specialised trainer. I was very fortunate that the head of school and my mentor gave me
enormous moral support and helped me to think of the feedback as a driver for
improvement.
Thus, it came to pass that I had the opportunity to study elocution for the first time in
my life! I found that there were many problems with my pronunciation that I had not
realised before. My elocution instructor helped me to speak English clearly and confi-
dently, with accurate pronunciation and an Australian accent! She trained me using a
‘mouth gym’, paying particular attention to weaknesses in my pronunciation; she
taught me to read a paragraph with ‘emphatic stress’, and provided me with examples
of effective lecture presentations to listen to. She also asked me to practise correct pro-
nunciation with my family, colleagues and in the community. Furthermore, she shared
her experience in teaching local and international undergraduates, and gave me tips to
improve my student satisfaction scores. For example, she suggested listening to my
own iLecture1 and picking up my own mistakes. She also advised me not to overload
my lectures with facts; to pause between ideas to allow the students to think; and to
engage with students by remembering their names. I adhered strongly to her advice
and her sessions helped me quickly gain the speaking and listening skills required,
leading to a surge in my confidence. The elocution training course comprised 10
lessons, and was conducted while I was lecturing and tutoring in Financial Accounting
and chairing the unit. Putting my training into practice, I discovered that a loud and clear
voice, slow delivery using few words, accurate pronunciation and a pause between
phrases are the key to effective communication. I was delighted with my dramatically
improved end-of-course student satisfaction score (3.87 on a 5-point scale) and deter-
mined to maintain and improve it!
Looking back, my teaching experience over the last few years in Australia has helped
me to understand that effective teaching is not something to take for granted; it is to be
cultivated, appreciated and continually renewed throughout one’s career. More specifi-
cally, what is required includes:
. systematic analysis of student feedback to address their issues;
. willingness to confront teaching problems;
. willingness to change;
. positive thinking; and
. proper training that can yield dramatic results.
I fully understand that teaching in a different culture is a huge challenge, but I have
found that addressing issues associated with both my teaching approach and English
language pronunciation have enabled me to transition effectively to a new teaching
environment and I hope that others can learn from my experience.
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Note
1Lectures are recorded and uploaded to an online system.
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